Influence of elasticity on gap formation in a lining technique with flowable composite.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of flowable composites as liners for direct composite restorations, with key focus on the elastic moduli of flowable and condensable composites. After treating the composite mold cavity surface with an adhesive system, one of the flowable composites was placed as a 1 mm-thick layer on the cavity floor and irradiated for 20 seconds. The rest of cavity was subsequently filled with a condensable composite and irradiated for 40 seconds. Gap formation at both interfaces--between the cavity floor and flowable composite, and between the flowable and condensable composites--was examined. No gaps were detected at the interface between the cavity floor and flowable composite. Gap percentage at the interface between the flowable and condensable composites was dependent on the difference in elastic modulus. It was concluded that flowable composite with high elastic modulus could inhibit gap formation between flowable and condensable composites.